Abstract-Due to the complexity and the uncertainty of water environment, the majority of communal gorithms of local path planning are almost approximate and bring some noise interference, so it is difficult to control accurately. Referring to the idea of fuzzy control to solve problems of the robotic fish collide, the thesis makes use of the robustness of fuzzy control and the timing adjustment of deflection angle of the robotic fish with the biology combination of perception and action, and reaches the target point effectively. The algorithm possesses a better avoidance capability in multi obstacle and complex cases. Further more, it is simple and easy to carry out.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the rapid development of biological engineering and technical engineering, people have shown an increasing interest in the biological movement mechanism. Therefore, the study on the robotic fish emerges as the times require. URWPGSim2D of the robotic fish truly simulate the fluctuation of water situation. It provides the theoretical foundation and experiment platform for our further research through the robotic fish simulating the complex movement mechanism and completing various projects in the URWPGSim2D.
The research of the robotic fish involves so many aspects, and the path planning is one of the most significant research fields. The common path planning algorithms are: Wang Na [1] proposed a path planning algorithm based on mesh model, which searched for a safe path through the grid analysis modeling; Jin Jiucai [2] used a hierarchical genetic algorithm for path planning of underwater robot through the establishment of environmental model, but the disadvantage of that was the method cannot well solve amounts of calculations problems; Ernesto P L [3] established the obstacle avoidance strategy based on artificial potential field method, which effectively navigated mobile robots, but this method easily fell into local minimum point.
The paper proposes a fuzzy control algorithm for fish robot obstacle avoidance. The algorithm, according to the specific circumstances of the controlled object, makes the path planning for the underwater robotic fish. It just needs to take system control of the object according to the knowledge and experience rather than to establish the precisely mathematical model. Simulation experiments prove that the robotic fish based on this fuzzy control algorithm can reach the target point safely and reliably without collision.
II. OPERATION PRINCIPLES
With the hypothesis the robotic fish in water of uniform motion, it can timely measure the nearest distance ' ' between the robotic fish and the obstacle, and the angle ' ' among the obstacle, the robotic fish, andtarget, through the short baseline system. With the fuzzy control algorithm of reasoning, it can calculate the steering angle that the underwater robotic fish requires in obstacle avoidance condition, so the robotic fish avoids obstacles safely, and reach the target location accurately [4] . Specific parameters' description is shown in figure 1 . [10] .Underwater Robot Water Polo Game Simulator 2D Edition mainly regards the robotic fish's water polo as a formal event: the ball fight, synchronized swimming, and collaboration via hole. These projects complete the mission with the aim of basic obstacle avoidance and path planning. In this paper, the idea of fuzzy control is applied to the collaboration through holes in the project. In the 2D platform, fish can reach the designated position, avoid obstacles safely, and plan an optimal path intelligently in a complex environment. As shown in Figure 6 (1), we give the initial position to the two fish in the simulation. The robotic fish in both sides of platform, the robotic fish step is 0.2, the minimum collision distance is 1. The goal of the experiments is to realize two fish swapping position, without collision. At the beginning, the robotic fish is at the preliminary position, when the simulation started, the two robotic fish begin to run. When the robotic fish arrive at the first corner, The robotic fish detects obstacles (the wall), it begins to turn the right (left).As shown in Figure 6 (2), Robotic fish perfectly passing the first corner can be seen in this figure. Then robotic fish swim in straight lines, as shown in Figure 6(3) , without crashing against the wall. When two robotic fish meet each other, according to the established principles, the robotic fish began to avoid dynamic obstacles. Finally No. 2fish in the above and No. 1 fish in the below, in this way the fish swim through the intersection, without crashing against the wall, as shown in Figure 6 (4). In the end, two robotic fishes safely through the last crossing as shown Figure 6 (6) . At last, the two robotic fishes swap position accurately and reach the target point.
Through the actual effect in obstacle avoidance of the robotic fish, it truly gives an index to the rapidity and the superiority of the fuzzy algorithm, and provides the theoretical foundation for our further research in the future.
V. CONCLUSION
In the path planning of obstacle avoidance, the paper puts forward the algorithm of fuzzy control to plan an optimal path intelligently in direct to complexity and uncertainty of underwater condition. Under the circumstance of ensuring the robotic fish's speed and security, it provides the robotic fish the motion path of real-time and stability, and also has a remarkable effect on all kinds of obstacles. When the obstacle is irregular, it extracts the edge approximately to convert rectangular and concludes the calculation method of the shortest distance between the robotic fish and obstacles, and the angle between them and the target. The simulation experiment proves that not only the fuzzy control theory is feasible with ideal consequence and less amount of calculation, but also it can improve the robotic fish's control accuracy and provide fantastic ideas for the in-depth study of the complicated robotic fish's control strategy.
